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A reference guide to world literature in English includes information on writers, works, genres, and movements.
Why hate Abercrombie? In a world rife with human cruelty and oppression, why waste your scorn on a popular clothing retailer? The
rationale, Dwight A. McBride argues, lies in “the banality of evil,” or the quiet way discriminatory hiring practices and racist ad campaigns
seep into and reflect malevolent undertones in American culture. McBride maintains that issues of race and sexuality are often subtle and
always messy, and his compelling new book does not offer simple answers. Instead, in a collection of essays about such diverse topics as
biased marketing strategies, black gay media representations, the role of African American studies in higher education, gay personal ads,
and pornography, he offers the evolving insights of one black gay male scholar. As adept at analyzing affirmative action as dissecting Queer
Eye for the Straight Guy, McBride employs a range of academic, journalistic, and autobiographical writing styles. Each chapter speaks a
version of the truth about black gay male life, African American studies, and the black community. Original and astute, Why I Hate
Abercrombie & Fitch is a powerful vision of a rapidly changing social landscape.
In a brilliant, nuanced and wholly original collection of essays, the novelist and critic Colm Tóibín explores the relationships of writers to their
families and their work. From Jane Austen’s aunts to Tennessee Williams’s mentally ill sister, the impact of intimate family dynamics can be
seen in many of literature’s greatest works. Tóibín, celebrated both for his award-winning fiction and his provocative book reviews and
essays, and currently the Mellon Professor in the Humanities at Columbia, traces and interprets those intriguing, eccentric, often twisted
family ties in New Ways to Kill Your Mother. Through the relationship between W. B. Yeats and his father, Thomas Mann and his children,
and J. M. Synge and his mother, Tóibín examines a world of relations, richly comic or savage in its implications. In Roddy Doyle’s writing on
his parents, Tóibín perceives an Ireland reinvented. From the dreams and nightmares of John Cheever’s journals, Tóibín illuminates this
darkly comic misanthrope and his relationship to his wife and his children. “Educating an intellectual woman,” Cheever remarked, “is like
letting a rattlesnake into the house.” Acutely perceptive and imbued with rare tenderness and wit, New Ways to Kill Your Mother is a
fascinating look at writers’ most influential bonds and a secret key to understanding and enjoying their work.
In 1921 Sam Rodia, an Italian laborer and tile setter, started work on an elaborate assemblage in the backyard of his home in Watts,
California. The result was an iconic structure now known as the Watts Towers. Rodia created a work that was original, even though the
resources available to support his project were virtually nonexistent. Each of his limitations—whether of materials, real estate, finances, or his
own education—passed through his creative imagination to become a positive element in his work. In The Modern Moves West, accomplished
cultural historian Richard Cándida Smith contends that the Watts Towers provided a model to succeeding California artists that was no longer
defined through a subordinate relationship to the artistic capitals of New York and Paris. Tracing the development of abstract painting,
assemblage art, and efforts to build new arts institutions, Cándida Smith lays bare the tensions between the democratic and professional
sides of modern and contemporary art as California developed a distinct regional cultural life. Men and women from groups long alienated—if
not forcibly excluded—from the worlds of "high culture" made their way in, staking out their participation with images and objects that
responded to particular circumstances as well as dilemmas of contemporary life, in the process changing the public for whom art was made.
Beginning with the emergence of modern art in nineteenth-century France and its influence on young Westerners and continuing through to
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today's burgeoning border art movement along the U.S.-Mexican frontier, The Modern Moves West dramatically illustrates the paths that
California artists took toward a more diverse and inclusive culture.
This second edition explores the territory between gay - lesbian studies, literary criticism, and religious studies. The book examines the
appropriation and/or subversion of the authority of the Judeo-Christian Bible by gay and lesbian writers. Texts being focused on are 'Paradise
Regained' (Milton), 'Sodom' (Rochester), 'The Life to Come' (Forster), 'The Well of Loneliness' (Radclyffe Hall), 'Desert of the Heart'
(Radclyffe Hall), 'Oranges are Not the Only Fruit' (Winterson), and 'Corpus Cristi' (McNally) among others.
Founded in 1943, Negro Digest (later “Black World”) was the publication that launched Johnson Publishing. During the most turbulent years
of the civil rights movement, Negro Digest/Black World served as a critical vehicle for political thought for supporters of the movement.

“A fascinating portrait of activism deepened and sustained by Herculean labors of research and investigation.”—The Nation
Historian Kevin Starr described Carey McWilliams as "the finest nonfiction writer on California—ever" and "the state's most astute
political observer." But as Peter Richardson argues, McWilliams was also one of the nation's most versatile and productive public
intellectuals of his time. Richardson's absorbing and elegant biography traces McWilliams's extraordinary life and career. Drawing
from a wide range of sources, it explores his childhood on a Colorado cattle ranch, his early literary journalism in Los Angeles, his
remarkable legal and political activism, his stint in state government, the explosion of first-rate books between 1939 and 1950, and
his editorial leadership at The Nation. Along the way, it also documents McWilliams's influence on a wide range of key figures,
including Cesar Chavez, Hunter S. Thompson, Mike Davis, screenwriter Robert Towne, playwright Luis Valdez, and historian
Patricia Limerick.
Discusses the social, cultural, intellectual, and aesthetic aspects of American literature
First published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The debate surrounding “fake news” versus “real” news is nothing new. From Jonathan Swift’s work as an acerbic, anonymous
journal editor-turned-novelist to reporter Mark Twain’s hoax stories to Mary Ann Evans’ literary reviews written under her
pseudonym, George Eliot, famous journalists and literary figures have always mixed fact, imagination and critical commentary to
produce memorable works. Contrasting the rival yet complementary traditions of “literary” or “new” journalism in Britain and the
U.S., this study explores the credibility of some of the “great” works of English literature.
The OutingVintage
Emergent U.S. Literatures introduces readers to the foundational writers and texts produced by four literary traditions associated
with late-twentieth-century US multiculturalism. Examining writing by Native Americans, Hispanic Americans, Asian Americans,
and gay and lesbian Americans after 1968, Cyrus R. K. Patell compares and historicizes what might be characterized as the
minority literatures within “U.S. minority literature.” Drawing on recent theories of cosmopolitanism, Patell presents methods for
mapping the overlapping concerns of the texts and authors of these literatures during the late twentieth century. He discusses the
ways in which literary marginalization and cultural hybridity combine to create the grounds for literature that is truly “emergent” in
Raymond Williams’s sense of the term—literature that produces “new meanings and values, new practices, new relationships and
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kinds of relationships” in tension with the dominant, mainstream culture of the United States. By enabling us to see the American
literary canon through the prism of hybrid identities and cultures, these texts require us to reevaluate what it means to write (and
read) in the American grain. Emergent U.S. Literatures gives readers a sense of how these foundational texts work as aesthetic
objects—rather than merely as sociological documents—crafted in dialogue with the canonical tradition of so-called “American
Literature,” as it existed in the late twentieth century, as well as in dialogue with each other.

Examining the development of gay American fiction and providing an essential reading list, this literary survey covers 257
works--novels, novellas, a graphic story cycle and a narrative poem--in which gay and bisexual male characters play a
major role. Iconic works, such as James Baldwin's Giovanni's Room and Christopher Isherwood's A Single Man, are
included, along with titles not given attention by earlier surveys, such as Wallace Thurman's Infants of the Spring, Dashiel
Hammett's The Maltese Falcon, Julian Green's Each in His Darkness, Ursula Zilinsky's Middle Ground and David
Plante's The Ghost of Henry James. Chronological entries discuss each work's plot, significance for gay identity, and
publication history, along with a brief biography of the author.
A Study Guide for James Baldwin's "The Rockpile," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Short Stories for Students. This
concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context;
suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Short Stories for Students for all of your
research needs.
"Bisexuality is about three centuries overdue . . . nevertheless, here it is: a learned, witty study of how our curious culture
has managed to get everything wrong about sex." -Gore Vidal
Examines a range of fiction that challenges widespread assumptions about what it means to be a black person of faith.
Taking up the perceived tensions between the LGBTQ community and religious African Americans, Marlon Rachquel
Moore examines how strategies of antihomophobic resistance dovetail into broader literary and cultural concerns. In the
Life and in the Spirit shows how creative writers integrate expressions of faith or the supernatural with sensuality, desire,
and pleasure in a way that highlights a spectrum of black sexualities and gender expressions. Through these fusions,
African American writers enact queer spiritualities that situate the well-known work of James Baldwin into a broader
community of artists, including Bruce Nugent, Ann Allen Shockley, Alice Walker, Langston Hughes, Jewelle Gomez,
Becky Birtha, and Octavia Butler. In these texts from 1963 to 1999, Moore identifies a pervasive, affirming stance toward
LGBTQ people and culture in African American literary production.
This book examines the range of issues that echo in James Baldwin's short stories. It articulates and defends the claim
that the stories in the collection Going to Meet the Man are driven by the autobiographical memory of the author. To
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support this line of thought and the related proposition that the stories feed into themes relevant to self-knowledge,
vicarious suffering, love, and forgiveness, their effectiveness as transformative and "revelatory texts" is highlighted. By
drawing on contemporary studies and challenging the view that short stories are no more than miniature pieces merely
echoing "major" works of their authors, this book demonstrates that the short story genre can be profoundly forceful and
effective in the articulation of complex human issues. This study shows also that the humanistic import of the Baldwin
stories is amplified by their ability to accumulate moral tension as they elicit the participation of the reader in an
imaginative quest for a better world.
Presents an introduction to the life and works of the American author, discussing his novels, his participation in the Civil
Rights Movement, and his life as an expatriate writer in France.
This book examines the complex and conflicting relationships between LGBT people and our cultural and heritage
organisations including libraries, museums and archives. In this unique book established author John Vincent draws
together current good practice, and also highlights issues which urgently still need to be addressed. To set the work of
libraries, museums and archives in context, Vincent traces the development of LGBT rights in the UK. He goes on to
examine some of the reasons for hostility and hatred against this minority group and critically explores provision that has
been made by cultural and heritage organisations. He offers examples of good practice - not only from the UK, but from
across the world - and draws up an essential 'charter' for future development. This compelling, practical book should be
read by managers and staff in libraries, museums and archives around the world looking for guidance on this important
issue.
Two-volume set that presents an introduction to American short fiction from the 19th century to the present.
The second edition of Reclaiming the Sacred: The Bible in Gay and Lesbian Culture continues the groundbreaking work
of the original, exploring the territory between gay/lesbian studies, literary criticism, and religious studies. This muchanticipated follow-up examines the appropriation and/or subversion of the authority of the Judeo-Christian Bible by gay
and lesbian writers. The book highlights two prevalent trends in gay and lesbian literature—a transgressive approach that
challenges the authority of the Bible when used as an instrument of oppression, and an appropriative technique that
explores how the Bible contributes to defining gay and lesbian spirituality. Reviewers of the first edition of Reclaiming the
Sacred hailed the book’s enterprise in exploring the area between literary criticism and religious studies. Whereas
contemporary literary-critical theory has been slow to integrate religion and religious history into queer theory, this
pioneering journal has addressed the issue from the start with a collection of thoughtful and though-provoking articles.
This latest edition expands coverage to include noncanonical ancient texts, popular Victorian religious texts, and
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contemporary theater. Academics and lay readers interested in literary criticism, cultural studies, and religious studies will
gain new insights from topics such as: religious mystery and homosexual identity in Terrence McNally’s “Corpus Christi”
same-sex biblical couples in Victorian literature homoerotic texts in the Apocrypha sodomite rhetoric in a seventeenthcentury Italian text Radclyffe Hall’s lesbian messiah in her 1928 novel The Well of Loneliness homosexual temptation in
John Milton’s Paradise Regained Reclaiming the Sacred counteracts the manipulative and oppressive uses to which
modern writers and thinkers put the Bible and the “morality” it is presumed to inscribe. An important tool for
understanding the role of the Bible in gay and lesbian culture, this remarkable book makes a powerful contribution to the
advancement of studies on queer sanctity.
In James Baldwin’s classic short story, “The Outing,” from Going to Meet the Man, a Harlem church group escapes the
city for a summer day-trip of prayer and, more importantly, romance. Every summer, the Harlem Mount of Olives
Pentecostal Assembly gives an outing, around the Fourth of July. There is boating, testifying, and illicit steps towards
young love. Delving deeply into the church community he would depict in Go Tell It On The Mountain, this is Baldwin at
his most compassionate, investigating the sexual ambivalence and towering religion of a group of young children on their
way up the Hudson. “The Outing” is the perfect introduction to an American master. An eBook short.
In this book, Gregory Salter traces how artists represented home and masculinities in the period of social and personal
reconstruction after the Second World War in Britain. Salter considers home as an unstable entity at this historical
moment, imbued with the optimism and hopes of post-war recovery while continuing to resonate with the memories and
traumas of wartime. Artists examined in the book include John Bratby, Francis Bacon, Keith Vaughan, Francis Newton
Souza and Victor Pasmore. Case studies featured range from the nuclear family and the body, to the nation. Combined,
they present an argument that art enables an understanding of post-war reconstruction as a temporally unstable, longterm phenomenon which placed conceptions of home and masculinity at the heart of its aims. Art and Masculinity in PostWar Britain sheds new light on how the fluid concepts of society, nation, masculinity and home interacted and influenced
each other at this critical period in history and will be of interest to anyone studying art history, anthropology, sociology,
history and cultural and heritage studies.
Explores the novels, short stories, and plays of three African American writers to demonstrate how they challenged
classic portrayals of black men in earlier literature. Discusses how the identity of black men changed from one equated
with victimization, isolation, and patriarchy; to one of community, camaraderie, and intimacy.
First published in 1992, Sexual Sameness examines the differing textual strategies male and female writers have
developed to celebrate homosexuality. Examining such writers as E.M. Forster, James Baldwin, Sylvia Townsend
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Warner and Audre Lourde, this wide-ranging book demonstrates how literature has been one of the few cultural spaces
in which sexual outsiders have been able to explore forbidden desires. From the humiliating trials of Oscar Wilde to the
appalling stigmatisation of people living with AIDS, Sexual Sameness reveals the persistent homophobia that has until
recently almost completely inhibited our understanding of lesbian and gay writing. In opening up homosexual literature to
informed and objective methods of reading, Sexual Sameness will be of interest to a large lesbian and gay readership, as
well as to students of gender studies, literary studies and the social sciences.
"James Baldwin's relationship with black Christianity, and especially his rejection of it, exposes the anatomy of a religious
heritage that has not been wrestled with sufficiently in black theological and religious studies. In James Baldwin's God:
Sex, Hope, and Crisis in Black Holiness Culture, Clarence Hardy demonstrates that Baldwin is important not only for the
ways he is connected to black religious culture, but also for the ways he chooses to disconnect himself from it. Despite
Baldwin's view that black religious expression harbors a sensibility that is often vengeful and that its actual content is
composed of illusory promises and empty theatrics, he remains captive to its energies, rhythms, languages, and themes.
Baldwin is forced, on occasion, to acknowledge that the religious fervor he saw as an adolescent was not simply an
expression of repressed sexual tension but also a sign of the irrepressible vigor and dignified humanity of black life." "In
one of his later extended essays, James Baldwin remembered how his stepfather, David Baldwin, a one-time Baptist
minister, died because of his "unreciprocated love for the Great God Almighty," James Baldwin's God engages most
directly those aspects of Baldwin's work that address the substance and character of this unrequited love for a Christian
God that is depicted as both silent before black suffering and as white - i.e., actively opposed to the flourishing of black
life. Despite his consistent portrayal of a black holiness culture full of energy and passion, Baldwin implicitly condemns
the fact that the principal backdrop to black people's conversion to Christianity in the United States is shame and not
hope. Hardy's reading of Baldwin's texts, with its goal of understanding Baldwin's attitude toward a religion that revolves
around an uncaring God in the face of black suffering, provides provocative reading for scholars of religion, literature, and
history."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Explores the practice of surveillance the America of the 1970s through the discussion of a wide range of political and
cultural phenomena--Watergate, the Ford presidency, Andy Warhol, disco music, the major films of the 70s, writers in the
70s (particular
Arkansas, 1943. The Deep South during the heart of Jim Crow-era segregation. A Japanese-American person boards a
bus, and immediately is faced with a dilemma. Not white. Not black. Where to sit? By elucidating the experience of
interstitial ethnic groups such as Mexican, Asian, and Native Americans—groups that are held to be neither black nor
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white—Leslie Bow explores how the color line accommodated—or refused to accommodate—“other” ethnicities within a
binary racial system. Analyzing pre- and post-1954 American literature, film, autobiography, government documents,
ethnography, photographs, and popular culture, Bow investigates the ways in which racially “in-between” people and
communities were brought to heel within the South’s prevailing cultural logic, while locating the interstitial as a site of
cultural anxiety and negotiation. Spanning the pre- to the post- segregation eras, Partly Colored traces the compelling
history of “third race” individuals in the U.S. South, and in the process forces us to contend with the multiracial panorama
that constitutes American culture and history.
Baldwin's Harlem is an intimate portrait of the life and genius of one of our most brilliant literary minds: James Baldwin.
Perhaps no other writer is as synonymous with Harlem as James Baldwin (1924-1987). The events there that shaped his
youth greatly influenced Baldwin's work, much of which focused on his experiences as a black man in white America. Go
Tell It on the Mountain, The Fire Next Time, Notes of a Native Son, and Giovanni's Room are just a few of his classic
fiction and nonfiction books that remain an essential part of the American canon. In Baldwin's Harlem, award-winning
journalist Herb Boyd combines impeccable biographical research with astute literary criticism, and reveals to readers
Baldwin's association with Harlem on both metaphorical and realistic levels. For example, Boyd describes Baldwin's
relationship with Harlem Renaissance poet laureate Countee Cullen, who taught Baldwin French in the ninth grade.
Packed with telling anecdotes, Baldwin's Harlem illuminates the writer's diverse views and impressions of the community
that would remain a consistent presence in virtually all of his writing. Baldwin's Harlem provides an intelligent and
enlightening look at one of America's most important literary enclaves.
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